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The constitution of The Children’s
Panel on Climate Change at
Eidsvoll 2015.
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February 16th 2015 six children from different parts
of Norway met in the building where Norway’s constitution was founded to constitute the Children’s
Panel on Climate Change (CPCC).

attended the climate conference in Paris, initiated dialogue and met leaders of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) and written a report on the
basis of the contributions from children. The Children’s
Panel on Climate Change has communicated children’s
opinions directly to government officials, politicians and
organizations at home and abroad.

The overall goal was to form a climate panel on behalf of children, aiming to influence decision-makers,
groups and individuals to take responsibility for the environment, and so give children a greater opportunity
to define their own future.

The Children’s Panel on Climate Change is
formed under the wings of the Norwegian environmental organization for children called Miljøagentene
(the Eco-Agents). A long term goal is to establish an
international climate panel for children, consisting of
children from all countries represented in the UN. That
way, children’s voices and opinions about environmental issues can become more apparent and gain greater
political importance. Adults must listen to the children
- it is after all the children who will inherit the earth and
live with the decisions that are taken today.

The first task of the Children’s Panel on Climate
Change was to meet the President of the Norwegian
Parliament and hand over Norwegian children’s climate
demands. Since then, the Children’s Panel on Climate
Change has worked with gathering input from children,
PHOTO: Amanda Orlich

The Children’s Panel on Climate Change is
democratically elected at the Eco-Agents’ congress and now comprises of: Sara and Penelope
(Oslo), Victor (Kolbotn), Kaja (Lofoten), Kristiane

(Hamar), Andreas (Bergen), Emma (Trondheim)
and Aaron (Haugesund). The members of the
Children’s Panel on Climate Change are between 11 and 14 years old.
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MAIN CONCLUSIONS

The Children’s Panel
on Climate Change has received
input from several thousand Norwegian
children. 7th grade, Norheim School.

The Children’s Panel on Climate Change has since
its inception received input from several thousand
children across the country.

3. Cut Greenhouse Gas Emissions Now!
«It is important that we take care of our nature. If
we do not do something about the climate crisis
now it will be difficult to live in the future! If planet
Earth shall continue to exist, we must hurry up and
do something!»
– Malena, age 11

This forms the basis for this report, which aims to
communicate children’s views on climate and environmental issues, both nationally and internationally. All inputs suggest the same thing; Norwegian children are
concerned about man-made climate change. And they
believe it is urgent to act!

4. We Do not Want to Inherit a Worn Out Dump!
«Here in Norway we earn more money so we consume more. If we pollute less the Earth’s resources
will last longer.»
– Anna Katarina Øien, 3rd grade, Lilleby School.

1. Children Must be Heard and Taken Seriously!
«Those who decide should listen to children because
we are their future and this is our planet when we grow
up, you need to be good role models!! Children can
also have important opinions.»
– Leonardo and Tobias,
7th grade, Solberg School

5. Preserve the Earth’s Lungs!
«I want us to stop cutting down the rainforest because animals and people live there and
it is the rainforest that gives us oxygen and air.
THIS IS IMPORTANT !!!»
– Mari, age 12

2. International Aid Programmes Should be
Connected to Climate Policy!
«Climate problems cause poverty and difficult conditions
for children. Stopping climate change is also humanitarian aid, but in a different way. It is without limits.»
– Penelope, age 12

6. Think New!
«We can be a country that can try new schemes for
our common future. We can research and find new
solutions. We can afford to make mistakes. But we
cannot afford not to try!»
– Penelope, age 12
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1. CHILDREN MUST BE HEARD AND TAKEN SERIOUSLY!
One of the most important things that must be done
at the climate and environment negotiations is to
listen to children’s opinions on the matter.

school or rest, and many of these children live in countries where children cannot speak their mind and must
suffer in silence. This is a violation of the UNCRC!
Children are not only victims of climate change, but
also afraid. Afraid of what will happen if we fail to save
our climate, afraid that they have no earth to take over,
or anywhere to live. Children are also scared when
they see that adults do not fix the problem. Adults
should be responsible and trustworthy. It can be scary
and sad when you see that it is not like that. Politicians
should think more about what will happen if we continue to pollute the way that we do today. Children are
also afraid of one more thing. We are afraid that adults
will not listen to what it is we want and ask for. We ask
for that we too will have a future.

What adults do to our planet now, has consequences for the future and it is we the children who are the
future! Already, many disasters are happening around
the world due to climate change and children are
those mostly affected by it.
The Children’s Panel on Climate Change have
talked with other children, received input from them,
heard their voices, and we have heard them scream
out that they are afraid for their future! Children have
good ideas and thoughts on how the climate crisis can
be resolved, what we can do to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and keep our planet clean and healthy.
But they feel that they are not listened to! Furthermore,
children are not allowed to attend international climate
meetings. We believe it is children’s right to be present
when important decisions about our future are taken.

«Begin to think of us, kids! Which world
do we grow up in? Sometimes it feels like
we children understand more than those
who are adults. We are not supposed to
have such worries.»

The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
(UNCRC) states that children have the right to express
their opinion on matters that concern them. Climate
change is the issue that concerns children the most,
not only because it affects many children today, but it
is tomorrow’s children who must live with the consequences of what adults today do to the environment.
The UNCRC also states that children have the right to
go to school, the right to rest, leisure and play. When
they have to flee from climate change they cannot go to

– 7th grade, Åsen School

«It makes me angry to think about that
those we in Norway have “entrusted” to
make a “good” job!!! Those who decide do
not ask us children what we think and feel
is important! It is so unfair that someone
has the right to decide for us about something that affects us the most! It is simply
idiotic, selfish, stupid and dangerous.»

Students making their voices heard
by sending inputs to the CPCC, 7th
grade, Saltveit School

– Hedda Amilde Danielsen,
7th grade, Saltveit School
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2. INTERNATIONAL AID PROGRAMMES SHOULD
BE CONNECTED TO CLIMATE POLICY!

In Haiti the Hurricane Matthew devastated coastal
villages and leveled homes. The storm also destroyed food crops that the community relies on to
feed their children and support their families.
PHOTO: Ray-ginald Louissaint/ Save the Children

The countries of the world have to think of climate
policy as developmental work!

to international protection. The international legal basis to be eligible for this type of protection is described
in the UN Refugee Convention of 1951 (UNHCR).
The UNHCR defines a refugee as a person who has
fled their home country and justly fears persecution for
reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or
membership to a particular group of people. Those escaping from floods and drought therefore fall outside.
For this reason the UN does not use the term “climate
refugee”. That no one has taken the initiative to do anything concrete yet makes us afraid. Children who flee
due to climate change are not entitled to international
protection. We must simply say that we are in shock.

Climate problems create poverty and poverty can induce war. In Norway, we are proud of our contribution to
developmental work and humanitarian relief. We do a lot
that is good. But we think this effort should be related to
climate policy. In this way we can help children in other
parts of the world; we can provide other countries with
resources to build peace and a better future. This too is a
type of development work; it is also a type of humanitarian relief, but in a different way. It is without limits!
Each year. Every month. Every day. Round the clock.
There is always someone on the run either from war,
poverty or injustice. Over 24.5 million people are refugees in a country other than their own right now. The
worst thing about this is that half of the refugees are children. Over 160 million children live in countries where
there is drought; 500 million children live in countries
where there are floods. Drought means that it is not
raining, and so hot that no crops can grow. It becomes
almost impossible to get water, and many children have
to spend whole days searching for water, and therefore
cannot go to school. Floods can cause houses, hospitals and schools to disappear, not to mention lead to
water intoxication and destruction of crops. Many children are suffering because of this; over 660 million children can be deprived of their homes, the opportunity to
go to school, clean water and food.

We are together on this earth! More efforts must
be taken for justice and fair distribution. And we must
help all countries to live in a way that takes care of our
planet and each other. Because it is all connected!

«I want us to get better at taking care of
the world!»
– Tiina, age 9

«It is just like they put all the problems on
us. And it is the poor who are struggling,
although they have done almost nothing.»

One of the challenges for people who have to flee
because of climate change is that they are not entitled

– Ida, 7th grade, Steindal School
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3. CUT GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS NOW!
Climate Change that they want an end to oil drilling.
Children in Norway want to save the future, not get
richer! It is important that vulnerable natural and marine areas are protected against oil drilling. It is never
guaranteed when drilling for oil that accidents do not
happen. The consequences of an oil drilling accident
are extremely harmful to sensitive natural areas. Fish
and seabirds will get damaged and die from the oil
spills in the ocean. Oil spills will take a long time to
clean up properly even if one has the resources for it.
The fact that the fish die and escape will create trouble for the people who make a living from fishing and
those who eat products from the sea. The ocean is
a rich supply of food that must be used and focused
on even more. Children in Norway require the protection of vulnerable and important natural areas against
oil drilling, such as the waters off Lofoten, Vesterålen
and Senja.

«Pollution destroys everything and everyone»,
7th grade, Åsgård School

In other areas, Norway is a good role model, for example in promoting the use of electric cars. The Children’s Panel on Climate Change believes that Norway
must tell other countries about how we managed to get
so many to use electric cars instead of petrol/diesel
cars. That way, Norway can influence other countries
to reduce CO2 emissions from driving. The climate
problems affect the entire world, and good climate
solutions should not remain within national borders!

The Paris agreement from 2015 is a good start, but
children have been hearing from you adults and
researchers that it is not good enough to secure the
future for us children.

Our burning of fossil fuels is the largest contributor to our emissions. The rich countries that contribute
the most to the pollution are the countries that have
the greatest opportunity with their good resources to
handle environmental disasters; they are also much
less vulnerable because of access to better information and protection. On the other hand, the countries
that contribute little to the pollution struggle because
the other countries think and act ruthlessly. These
countries are less equipped to survive when disasters
occur because they lack resources and have much
poorer economies.

We think Norway should be a role model and a
driving force in the climate negotiations for an even
stronger agreement to ensure the future of children.
Norwegian children strongly agree that greenhouse
gas emissions in Norway and the rest of the world
must be reduced! It is a global responsibility, but the
richest countries must take the lead. It is rich countries
that have polluted the most, and it is we who have the
most money to pay to save the world.

«When oil platforms leak, fish die!»

Norway sends out the wrong signals when we consider allowing more oil and gas exploration in new areas. The Children’s Panel on Climate Change does not
understand how it will be possible to reach our goals
when Norway keeps on like that! The world perceives
Norway negatively when we say we will do one thing,
and act in a different way. That is not the way Norway can be a good role model. Children from across
the country have sent input to the Children’s Panel on

– Kasper Marius, age 10

«Take better care of our own planet. I want
us to emit less exhaust gases.»
– Gjermund, age 7
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«I’m glad I do not have humans on
me», 7th grade, Solvang School

4. WE DO NOT WANT TO INHERIT
A WORN OUT DUMP!
Along with climate change and loss of biodiversity,
pollution resulting from consumption and production is one of the three biggest global threats to
environmentally sustainable development. This is
related to natural resources, pollutants, high consumption, waste and other emissions.

deposit on plastic bottles to 5 NOK, and impose a tax
on other disposable packaging.
Pollution and littering is closely linked to consumption. In fact, nearly all garbage is a result of overproduction. It is us consumers who can prevent more consumption. If we buy less, less will be produced because
it will not pay off financially. When we produce food and
products it leads to greenhouse gas emissions. A lot
of CO2 is emitted from the factories that manufacture
our things and when the goods are transported. And
huge amounts of what is produced are things we can
live just fine without! One of the main reasons why we
who live in rich countries buy more and more is that we
think we need it. That may be because of advertising,
a desire to be fashionable or because you want something that others have. This is a stupid way of thinking
environmentally, because everyone can be equally good
without having everything materialistic that exists!

Children are concerned with littering, both visible
and invisible. We think it is important to work towards
a cleaner future. It is important that all countries share
and notice good environmental solutions across national borders. The climate agreement should state
that all countries must introduce recycling. Work
should also be done to impose a ban on disposable
plastic cutlery, wrapping and bags. This will both reduce CO2 emissions and prevent pollution of nature.
Norway can inform other countries about its excellent
system of recycling bottles and urge other countries
to adopt the same. Norway should also increase the

If one looks at greenhouse gas emissions from all
food wastage in the world, only the US and China
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have greater total greenhouse gas emissions. We in
Norway have an opportunity to concentrate more on
our own agriculture, produce and eat locally produced,
organic and vegetarian food. Animals, especially cattle
and sheep, emit a lot of methane gas that pollutes;
therefore it is important to eat less meat. Some pesticides and fertilizers used to produce food can be toxic
to the soil, so it is important to focus on organic foods.
Many shops throw huge amounts of food every day
because the food has expired. This is often food that
is fully edible. Think of all the food that is lost because
of this in relation to all the people who are starving in
the world! If the rich share more food with others who
need it, the world will be a much better place and all
that food does not have to be lost! We would like to
have a ban on throwing away food in supermarkets
and restaurants, the food should go to charity or to
feed animals.

«We pollute too much! We throw too
much garbage/food! The world has too
many factories that pollute! Start thinking
about us, the children! Which world are
we supposed to grow up in?»
– 7th grade, Åsen School.

«Everyone must care more for others in the
world, think less about money and more
about others. Everyone must throw less
food, and not buy more than we need.»
– Sara, age 13

«We need to compost food waste. Do not
throw so much, buy used toys and clothes.»

We know that many are aware of these dangers. But
we also see that many despite of this not really do
anything about it! This scares us children! You show
that you do not take our and the whole planet’s future
seriously. The world must face the consequences and
do something about pollution and the enormous level
of consumption. Perhaps laws need to be introduced
that commits people to act environmentally friendly so
that we preserve our planet. If we do not make a prohibition, we must at least put high taxes on environmentally harmful products. We only have one earth. Do not
use it up!

– Marianne Tilli Mathea, age 7.

«Make a law that people should eat up
most of what they buy and throw away
less food and garbage.»
– Nikolai Johannesen, age 12.

PHOTO: Melisa Fajkovic
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5. PRESERVE THE EARTH’S LUNGS!

«Stop!» 7th grade, Solvang School
all in all 260 million people live in rainforests around the
world and have lived there for many generations.

The Children’s Panel on Climate Change has received many suggestions from children who want to
take care of the rainforests. We need to stop cutting
down the rainforests. Animals and people live there
and the rainforests gives us oxygen.

Norway also has rainforest consisting of pine or
deciduous trees. It is important to work to preserve
the animals and species in Norway. Biodiversity is important, and in Norway many species get extinct each
year. Biologists warn against this, but it does not seem
like the politicians take it seriously. We have the knowledge about how we can preserve the species, about
what the consequences might be if we allow species
to die out, yet little is done.

The rainforest is unique and one of the world’s oldest ecosystem and helps to control climate, not only
locally but also globally. Every three seconds rainforest the size of a football field is cut down. The rainforest consists of at least 50,000 species of trees, in
Norway we have 33.

Protecting the rainforest is something Norway has
contributed to a lot, and that is good. We have given much money to prevent rainforest from being cut
down. Yet, Norwegian animals are given animal feed
which comes from plantations where rainforest has
been cut down. Because there is great demand for
soy, more and more gets cut. The battle for nature,
plants and animals are interrelated. Norway is not an
isolated little country far in the north, we have to remember that what we buy can contribute to serious
damage to the earth’s lungs. Stop thinking about money! Stop destroying the earth’s lungs which are incredibly important for the planet, ourselves and future!

Rainforest is often cut down to plant soy and palms
to produce palm oil. Norway must work towards a ban
on producing palm oil, and it must be forbidden to sell
products containing palm oil. In addition the rainforests
are home to 50-80% of the world’s animals and insects
who lose their homes because of cutting down the forest. Many of the plants may be vital to make medicines
and other important things that we humans need and
many plants and animals are now endangered. Indigenous people in the rainforests also live off the forest and
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«It is very important that we take care of the
rainforest, because the rainforest matters
to the whole world.»

«Some believe that the rainforest is not important anymore because the TV fundraiser to save it finished, but that is not true.»

– Josephine, age 12.

– Selma, age 12.

«I think that we should not cut down
trees.»

«Get all the Norwegian shops to not sell
food with palm oil. Then inspire other
countries to do the same».

– Mostafa, age 8.

– Nike, age 13.

The Children’s Panel on Climate
The Children’s Panel on Climate
Change met with the IPCC at
Change met with the IPCC at
COP21 in Paris.
COP21 in Paris.
FOTO: Rasmus Norsted
FOTO: Rasmus Norsted

«Stop deforestation of the rainforest»
7th grade, Karasjok skole
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6. THINK NEW!

Ride a Roller Coaster
to School Rather than
driving a car, 7th grade,
Solvang School

currently are transported by road should instead be
transported by train.

The world today is cars, boats and planes running
on gasoline or diesel. This spews out CO2. But how
would the world be if all transportation would run on
electricity from solar, wind and hydro power?

Diesel and gasoline prices should be higher as this
will lead more people to leave their cars behind and
instead choose public options. The extra money from
diesel and gasoline sales can go to environmental research. Think of how illogical it is that a bottle of water
costs 25 NOK, while a liter of petrol only costs 13 NOK!

The world would perhaps not face the climate crisis
that we do today. We need to start thinking about our
future. We do not have oil forever. So the world must
begin to research new sustainable ways to take care
of the planet. Many ideas already exist but researchers
do not get enough support from politicians and governments to put the ideas to life.

Several thousands years ago it was just a dream to
be able to move from place to place without moving
a finger, but today we have many means of transportation, for example planes and cars. One must not be
afraid to think new! Why not launch a rocket into the
atmosphere to absorb all the CO2 pollution? And later
it can go far out into space and just disappear? Such
ideas that seem impossible have happened before so
we just have to have faith in that it can work. It is that
kind of ideas the world needs. Children have many
creative ideas, and it is therefore important that children are included in the climate discussion.

The Children’s Panel on Climate Change believes money from oil production should be spent on
research and development of new technologies that
can provide new environmentally friendly solutions
for transport and energy. When we are not going
to produce oil anymore, all those who work with oil
production can rather work to invent new technologies that do not pollute and destroy the earth. For
instance, engineers can invent new, more efficient
windmills, and workers build them. It is a “win, win,
wind” situation!

In the near future, we will certainly look at oil as a
completely idiotic thing because then the science has
progressed so far that oil was just nonsense. The oil is
going to be forgotten and renewable energy is going
to be our biggest source of energy. We must have faith
in that it will work. Because it is going to work in the
end if we think new, green and if we all stand united!

Children from all over Norway have said that they
want less transportation by car and airplanes and
easier access to public transportation such as trains
and buses. Today it is very expensive to travel by train
and bus. To get people to choose public transportation rather than to drive and fly it must be readily
available, easy to use and inexpensive. Trains must
be available in the whole country, something which
it is not today. Furthermore, a lot of the goods that

«We can try to make airplanes that only
use electricity. Or we can go back to the
old days and use horse-drawn sleigh.»

– 3rd grade, Kastellet school
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THE ECO-AGENTS IS THE ENVIRONMENTAL
ORGANIZATION FOR CHILDREN IN NORWAY
It was established in 2006 on the basis of
its predecessor “Blekkulfs Miljødektektiver”
which was formed in 1992. The Eco-Agents
have 4600 members and 30 local groups
all over Norway.
The Eco-Agents is a democratic organization
and the children who are members decide what
issues we work with and what kind of activities
we organize. Our goal is to engage children in environmental issues and make their voices heard,
which is also anchored in the UNs Convention on
the Rights of the Child.

WHAT WE DO
Our aim is to stimulate the children’s interest and
love of nature, and to make them realize that the
way we live our lives influence the environment.
The Eco-Agents arrange various types of activities
both locally and nationally.
The Eco-Agents receive funding from both the Norwegian Government and commercial actors. We aim
to influence our commercial partners to incorporate
environment and sustainability in their line of work.

MORE ABOUT THE ECO-AGENTS:
http://miljoagentene.no/about

CONTACT US:
Phone: +47 969 01 820
Email: post@miljoagentene.no

